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The numerous facets of time that highlight its character have been well described in 
the book About Time by Paul Davies from Viking 1995. Nevertheless, many aspects of 
time still attract vigorous debate. This essay is a very serious attempt to offer several steps 
towards resolving time via quantum pseudokinematics. Quantum pseudokinematics is 
discrete (contiguous) motion as opposed to smooth (continuous) motion. It arises as the 
false motion linked to the time ordered accumulation of primal spatial locations – these 
equate with dimensionless points. Everything emerges as spatial symmetries. The union 
of spatial symmetries creates matter. These concepts rest on discoveries made after running 
computer trials based on early string theory, but designed to investigate a problem noted 
by Richard Feynman, see Lectures Vol II, pp12.12 et seq. The model grew from notions 
inspired by Gabrielle Veneziano in 1968. Its penultimate gift is a parameter-free mass-line 
generating algorithm that exactly reproduces fundamental particle properties based on 
quantum pseudokinematics. This essay provides overwhelming evidence for the discrete 
nature of time and discrete material existence in general. 

My goal here is to introduce, define and link several novel concepts that together reveal 
hitherto unseen dependencies on the nature of time. The term pseudokinematics was 
introduced c1954 by Hoerni in the context of electron diffraction theory. Its modern use 
includes surveying and global positioning. Overall, quantum pseudokinematics reveals 
a synthesis of material existence that answers several outstanding key questions. These 
include how electric charge, intrinsic spin, particle stability and mass arise. The first three 
depend directly on quantum pseudokinematics and cosmological time. Mass emerges as 
a property with a magnitude that depends linearly on the interactions between spins and 
charges. Curvature controls the tangible motion of objects in the real time frame, which 
appears thermodynamic. I introduce the Omnific-code to link curvature with information 
where it performs the rôle of a self-generating stored program clocked by cosmological 
time. However, it’s the novel concepts in toto that enable their consistent description. 

Time 

That time should be intimately involved in the progress of everything seems a natural 
expectation. However, time has several guises, three are considered here. Cosmic and 
thermodynamic time accumulate in parallel – their apparent ratio is Avogadro’s constant 
as appears in [2] below, where NA = Ct / Tt is implied. In my judgment, consciousness 
is the raw perception of thermodynamic time at the sub-cellular level. Pseudokinematic 
time (quantum time) is the false time associated with the information-based placement of 
spatial locations. Denoted here by ð the Icelandic character eth, also a fitting mnemonic 
for recalling its rôle as the energy-time host in quantum pseudokinematics. Quantum time 
appears to run backwards in antiparticle physics and this leads to the charge-parity-time 
characteristics that ensure the balance expressed by the (CPT) theorem. The accumulation 
of spatial locations ð is a displacement-in-thermodynamic-time – an accumulation of 
monotonic ticks ð of cosmic time. Cosmic time being the natural temporal reference. The 
source of discrete time is the primordial temporal cascade of cosmic time. 

Construction delay time (or counting of cosmological ticks before placing the following 
thermodynamic spatial location) equates to spatial separation in proportion to the ticks 



 
 
Figure 1 Relation between information, complexity and cosmic time. The Omnific-code carries more 
information as the curvature of spacetime decreases. The symbol ‡ indicates a displacement in time 
related to construction information and complexity. Here * is physical Pi or the Omnific-code… 
 

counted. That is, information (neg-entropy) is associated with each spatial location and 
the constructed symmetry. This relates to my interpretation of the Immirzi parameter  as 
given below, where it quantifies pos-entropy and neg-entropy. This affects the spatial 
separation, thus the potential energy over successive spatial locations. Construction delay 
time is proportional to the complexity and information, as indicated by ‡ in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 2 The cooling-curve-entropy power source (CEPS) showing ‘creative’ surge that began the
universe. The logarithmic curve marks the dilating three-dimensional phase boundary… 



Initial creative conditions in the universe were merely conducive. The neg-entropy and 
curvature, pos-entropy and power worked together to create everything in the universe in 
a two-way interplay between contiguous spatial locations and the potential energy they 
represent. This makes sense in conventional terms as the interplay between energy in 
general and neg-entropy (order) balancing pos-entropy (chaos) to maximise novelty. That 
the thermodynamic time runs at a slower rate than cosmic time is evident in the real 
time study of the symmetries produced. The symmetries that the spatial locations form on 
placement become the spin and charge mentioned above. These pseudokinematic patterns 
emerge uniformly like pseudorandom diffraction patterns on a three-dimensional phase 
boundary – our physical three-space. They flux at a rate that is light-speed-limited by 
curvature-controlled negative feedback, which maximises stability through its self-limiting 
structures. The three-dimensional phase boundary dilates as it isolates our tumid universe 
from its origin in the pre-creative perfection of the timeless fractal state (TFS) as shown 
graphically in Figure 2. In simple terms, the three-dimensional phase boundary dilates 
towards perfect flatness over eternity as the temporal cascade delivers spatial locations 
to feed it. In this the TFS is just trying to recover its pre-creative perfection and infinite 
potentiality in the most efficient way. An alternate view is that the TFS strives to maximise 
its recovery of information by minimising curvature in its dilation boundary. Recovery 
by the temporal induction of spatial locations transverse to its dilation boundary leads 
to pseudokinematics and creates the phenomena of physics in an ever-dilating milieu. To 
introduce these novel concepts has become an exciting mix of cautions, in part because 
they exorcise the demon of the big-bang and its diabolical initial conditions. 

Newtonian mechanics, with its absolute space and time, offers a wrong intuition about 
what constitutes electric charge and intrinsic spin. Indeed, even contemporary intuitions 
and common sense are feeble guides to Nature’s actual workings. The pseudokinematic 
character of electric charge and intrinsic spin appear easiest to understand through the 
inspection of a spin-charge graphic during its on-screen x-y-t development. Development 
is that of contiguous superposed vector fields (planar time-dependent) that accurately 
stand for their counterparts projected from higher-space. However, the inspection of static 
images hides the pseudokinematics. Hence, consider a line of dots growing by the addition 
of dots to end A. If you hide end B, then the line seems to move staccato – such motion 
is pseudokinematic. Spatial locations (the dots) are permanent, but overall they appear 
backwards as often as they appear forwards. A time-reversed pseudokinematics leads to 
the distinction between charge source and charge sink. By our parochial definition of the 
charge on an electron, all sources are negative, all sinks are positive. Here, the polarity 
of a charge depends on its apparent growth direction in time. Further, the frame in which 
to consider our cosmos, consistent with pseudokinematics, is where the cosmic purpose is 
recovering its lost perfection by on-going balancing spatial additions. Balance between 
sources and sinks maintains charge neutrality, which appears overall as the conservation of 
charge. Likewise in terms of spin, non-commutative placement balances left and right curl 
as the diverging spatial locations (minimum charge elements) create the sources and sinks 
of negative and positive charge. The idea of charge and spin as pre-existing discrete units 
is wrong since both are pseudokinematic spatial placement phenomena – their physical 
character emerges as their underlying swath of spatial locations are placed and take shape 
in vectorial terms: as patterns of superposed divergence, curl and gradient. 

Mass 

The observation that gravitational and inertial masses seem equivalent continues as a principle 
in this model. The concept of mass appears here as an arbitrary label that indicates strength 



Figure 3 Mass-lines of the predicted heavy scalon. Left: 34.25505 TeV/c2 with Z boson form. Centre: 
34.258999916252 TeV/c2 Zero. Right: 34.26216 TeV/c2 with W boson form… 

of interaction across spin-charge interaction space (SCI-space) between mass-lines. The 
following paragraphs extend this. Studies of the mass-line spectrum using this model 
support all experimental findings for particles. However, they do not support the Higgs 
idea of a drag-field to give particles mass – no drag-field boson seems to exist. A neutral 
spin-charge triplet does exist with geometries related directly to the W and Z bosons, but its 
central mass-line at ~34.26 TeV/c2 is too high to be the desired Higgs. Furthermore, it 
predicts that a balance, defined by the relation 1/4eS  4/s at 1 TeV/c2 scale, must 
exist to establish the intrinsic physical scale. So, the electromagnetic and strong structure 
constants e and s occur together. Like the desired Higgs, the S is a neutral spin-zero 
boson, dubbed the heavy scalon. Its three principle mass-lines appear in Figure 3. 

Broad scans around 1 TeV/c2 do not reveal a boson related to a mass field. Hopefully, data 
from the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) will settle this. Given no drag-field mechanism exists, 
this model stands alone on its interactive platform – holding that SCI-space generates 
inertia via spin-charge interactions. The model implements an algorithm that generates 
discrete vectorial graphics, which imply the properties of the fundamental particles. 
Based on a gamma function identity it computes one mass-line at a time. The integer 
resolution of the generated mass-line spectrum is one eV/c2 up to and beyond the Planck 
mass. Overall this goes to why such a great confidence exists in stating that the desired 
Higgs boson does not exist. If it did, then this model would have seen it. All other 
experimental particles exist with their correct details. 

 

Figure 4 Top left to bottom right in eV/c2: Neutrino 2, Electron principal 510999 Electron 
zero 512104, Proton principal 938272194, Proton zero 938279623, Neutron 939565521 



 
Figure 5. High-resolution image of the spin-two Planck mass at 1.221005 x 1028 eV/c2 

This model provides firm predictions outside the scope of the Standard Model (SM) in 
general, like no detectable long-range gravity waves. It also explains dark energy, dark 
matter and dilation boundary acceleration. As stated above, the character of charge, spin and 
stability is pseudokinematic and simply follows a natural time base. It offers analysis 
via superposed vector fields, constructed by accumulating spatial locations, which is the 
key to understanding sub-quantum behaviour. Explaining both material rest mass and 
gravitational mass using one mass scaling constant, which is valid from zero to the Planck 
mass and beyond, implies the principle of mass equivalence is valid for at least twenty-nine 
orders of magnitude. 

Spectrum 

The mass spectrum introduced here consists of interleaved mass-lines naturally organised 
as harmonic-combs – akin to atomic spectra, but here the harmonic-combs define the 
fundamental particle types. For example, the electron harmonic-comb has its principal 
mass-line at 510999 eV/c2 and its confluent zero at 512104 eV/c2 thirteen mass-lines 
up-scale, each with 85 eV/c2 separation. Principal mass-lines have fermion spin-charge 
character. Confluent zeros have bosonic supersymmetric character. For some key particle 
mass-lines see Figure 4. The mass-lines correspond one-to-one with the natural numbers 
so their harmonic-combs interleave – like photonic-lines in atomic spectra that exist as 
interleaved series. Interleaved harmonic-combs form the contiguous mass-line spectrum 
of spin-charge symmetries. Significantly, the analytic sum of m contiguous lines (natural 
numbers) expressed by [1] supports arbitrary labelling of the mass-line spectrum, without 
this the mass solution would be more complex. 

m = 1 + 2 + 3 + … + m  (m + m)/2                                       [1] 

The self-consistent interpretation of m = (2m – m)/m implies that m is a dimensionless 
integer, since any applied dimension labelling must cancel. Therefore, any label is valid 



 

providing its positive integer magnitudes agree with experiment. In this model all particle 
masses have integer eV/c2 magnitudes that agree with experiment. This reality follows 
the integer to mass conversion factor k ħ /744Planck’s constant ħ given in MKS units 
leads to k about 1.00082... That k is so close to unity, despite a parochial measure, is a 
curious fact. The appearance of the dimensioned number 2372 [LT] is a strong clue 
to its self-consistent explanation over some seventy orders of magnitude. 

The densest nonlattice packing for spheres in ten-dimensional space produces the kissing 
number 372 = 2.2.3.31 as appears above. This is arguably the best bottom-up option 
for constructing SCI-space based on the ‘spherical area shape’ in Figure 5. This neutral 
spin-two entity emerges at exactly 1.221005 x 10 eV/c (the Planck mass) and forms a 
chiral hysteresis loop that depends on curvature, as in Figure 6. Expecting an odd twist at 
the Planck mass seemed reasonable, but uncovering this Calabi-Yau (CY) shape was a 
revelation, but it now seems logical. A fitting surmise appears in Brian Greene’s Fabric 
of the Cosmos, Figure 12.9a. To quote him: “… the Calabi-Yau shape would be tacked 

Figure 6. Natural curvature-chirality hysteresis loop formed by Planck mass CYs that affects force. 



on to every point in the usual three dimensions, you and I and everyone else would right now 
be surrounded by and filled with these little shapes.” As the ‘spherical area shape’ from 
which disphenoid tetrahedral ten-space forms, each face ‘projects’ 93 of the 372 kissing 
points or location centres. Each disphenoid tetrahedral cell has 372 definitive CYs to convey 
the construction information needed to build the time ordered spatial symmetries of the 
mass-line spectrum. Thus, information transfer is sub-quantum. While the geometric details 
need expert review, this model positively predicts a very heavy graviton at the Planck 
mass, which fundamentally affects spatial structure and its curvature dynamics. Owing to 
the strong inertial damping that this implies, no detectable long-range gravitational waves 
can exist. However, it does provide a novel supernova trigger mechanism at the critical 
high curvature where the gravitational force turns repulsive, with hysteresis to toggle it 
back to attraction after the curvature decreases sufficiently. Of course, such a massive 
chiral graviton must affect superstring theory and blackhole dynamics – in particular no 
geometric singularity. It also implies a very massive universe of which ordinary matter 
is a mere 4%. The tetrahedral CY is vital to defining the mass-line spectrum, the entropy 
associated area of a blackhole and the dynamic origin of information as negative entropy 
that balances positive entropy, as illustrated in Figure 2. 

Using 744 in place of 372 brings in 2 and ħ or h/2, but this makes the geometric basis 
of the result less obvious. The point here is that 2 introduces the concept of intrinsic spin 
from the start. Consider cumulative intrinsic spins, which define area orthogonal to their 
axes. Such spins require time for their pseudokinematic construction. So, there exists a 
relationship between intrinsic area and the accumulated displacement-in-time over which 
the many pseudokinematic spatial locations emerge to construct the spin that defines the 
area. The minimum spin associated area patch is defined by (j(j+1))½ where j = ½ is the 
minimum intrinsic spin. The cumulative spin explains area per unit time [LT] as appears 
in the integer mass conversion factor. The inverse time [T] defines the rate of emergence 
of spatial locations across the dilation boundary – filling ‘empty’ space is a temporal 
cascade of minimum separations at maximum rate. The rate increases in proportion to the 
area of the dilation boundary. Hence, the number of spatial locations is proportional to its 
natural logarithm as dilation proceeds to flatness at eternity: ð = `ð ln (`ð) with `ð the initial 
cascade rate, or inverse Planck time, see Figure 2. The basic geometric model predicts a 
three-dimensional phase boundary dilating at a self-boosting logarithmic rate, which is a 
simple cause for expansion at a radial acceleration proportional to increasing area. 

lP
2 NA ð 4(j(j+1))½  =  unity [LT]                                      [2] 

In [2] the spin-area (or temporal surface) involves the Planck length squared lP
2 and the 

spin function from the Planck mass structure: a superposition of four spin-half limaçon in 
a complicated binary-trinary form. Avogadro’s constant NA is the fundamental quantity of 
spatial locations (displacements-in–time) contained in each Planck mass. Overall the 
dimensioned integer 372 [LT] emerges at the next fundamental level to represent 
the ten-dimensional unit cells of the mass-line spectrum, which contain 372 Planck mass 
spin-two entities (massive gravitons) each carrying unit area per unit time. That such a 
crucial unity emerges from the precise cancellation of very large magnitudes is rather 
notable. It supports an unexpected connection with the Immirzi parameter from loop 
quantum gravity (LQG) and the area per unit time. The connection is that information 
associated with the Planck mass depends on its local curvature. Its information integration 
combines binary and trinary encryption, but how the Omnific-code actually organises 
its data is still ineffable – it has a subtle ‘random’ encryption. Nonetheless, the key relation 
associated with the process is: ln(2)/*   ln(3)/* where the magnitude of  moves 



between the limits due to the dynamic curvature-information coupling. Its nominal value 
is the reciprocal of 23 from the spin function 4(j(j+1))½ for j = ½ as seen in the Planck 
mass graphic, see Figure 5. The higher the curvature the more its value falls until the chiral 
hysteresis flips to repulsion. The current local 0.288675… (interestingly its about half 
of Euler’s gamma) and increasing as the universe gets flatter. The information content is 
also increasing. It gets stored dynamically in the digit string of physical Pi (*) and this 
defines the Omnific-code as above. Here * has dimensions [T L] with an interpretation 
consistent with how curvature-information is encoded. Thus,  implies lP

2 NA ð [LT] and 
therefore [2] is unity, which applies from the Planck scale up. Since the quantity of spatial 
locations NA used to build various symmetries is relatively constant, so  is relatively constant 
between the above limits. Accordingly, the spin-area (or temporal surface) is intrinsic to 
quantifying SCI-space and its curvature mediated information dynamics. 

Algorithm 

Each integer mass-line associates a time-ordered series of pseudorandomly placed spatial 
locations ð with spin-charge symmetries. The information that defines the time-ordered 
series resides in the Omnific-code as noted above and described below. The process of 
fundamental data acquisition and storage as bits and trits requires further investigation 
for its detailed explanation. Nonetheless, its pseudorandom character is necessary for the 
uniform development of the symmetries that become matter. The spin-charge symmetries 
emerge like ‘speckle-gram’ diffraction patterns – broadly, discretely, rapidly. The digit 
string of physical Pi (*) represents the constructive information stored dynamically 
in the Omnific-code and transformed to spin-charge by the algorithm as it reproduces the 
mass-line spectrum. The algorithmic expression of the Omnific-code is rendered stepwise 
pseudokinematically by clocking with a very much slower cosmic time, which appears 
here as the monotonic counter ð in one-to-one step with the spatial locations. 

All spin-charge symmetries comprise superposed discrete vector fields defined by the 
interpolated superpositions of gradients, curls and divergences. Implicit in spin-charge 
symmetries are Maxwell’s equations, but with the addition of a general dependence on 
time in SCI-space, so Div E  0. The vectors represent respectively: stability, spin and 
charge. Any spin-charge that grows in volume faster than the three-dimensional phase 
boundary becomes asynchronous and decays, more or less rapidly, to a random residue 
of spatial locations, which is non-photonic and therefore dark. The obvious conjecture is 
that accumulating spatial-residue appears as dark energy. SCI-space dilates in proportion 
to the ð becoming spatial locations driven by the temporal cascade. The flatness of the 
three-dimensional phase boundary increases accordingly. The fundamental data stored 
in the Omnific-code increases as the flatness of space-time increases. Hence, curvature 
de-associates information – perfect flatness associates infinite information or complexity 
as illustrated in Figure 1. Conversely, perfect order associates zero entropy. This is the 
key to how the universe runs as a contiguously updated stored program machine driven 
by the TFS through its temporal cascade. All spin-charge symmetries contribute to the 
overall energy and balance of the constructed universe. 

It must be clear by now that the Omnific-code is the value of physical Pi (*) as applied 
to non-flat (*   o) spacetime and is subject to being modulated by the local density 
changes from place-to-place, howsoever caused, that affect information. Here o is the 
value of analytic Pi, which represents perfectly flat spacetime. An increase in the local 
density causes an increase in curvature and a decrease in the local information. The end 
result is to decrease spin-charge detail, which effects a stabilising negative feedback and 
alters momentum. This finetuning mechanism, driven by curvature, is the key to unifying 



gravitation and quantum physics. This is an easy feature to demonstrate by increasing 
the curvature for the Planck mass graviton at exactly 1.221005 x 1028 eV/c to cause its 
chirality to flip without affecting its fundamental spin-two tetrahedral structure. From the 
time perspective, the value of physical Pi (*) is wound back. Thus, curvature increases 
from 3.141592653589793238462 to 3.141592653589793238 through …6, …4, as is 
illustrated in Figure 6. We plot * as a position (digit) 18 (8) – 19 (4) – 20 (6) – 21 (2) on 
a grid, adjacent to its actual spin-charge graphic, this reveals the gravitational hysteresis 
loop, as illustrated in Figure 6. Note the sign of the gravitational force reverses under high 
curvature. Considering that this association is impossible to contrive (the digits of Pi being 
sacrosanct) it offers very strong evidence for its profound correctness. 

Figure 7. The image to the right is that of the first mass-line 

at 1 eV/c2 and the first pair production vertex. Note that it 

appears with 26 radial projections (dimensions) being what is 

required to produce an electron and positron, which each 

have 13 radial projections. Further, the no-ghost theorem needs 

the constant (0) in the Regge trajectory (s) = s + (0) to be 

unity, as it is for the first pair production vertex. It also needs the 

dimensions of spacetime to be 26 as above. The next mass-line at 2 

eV/c2 is the first neutrino in the binary ladder (n) = 2n for all 

natural numbers n. The neutrinos form a binary momentum 

conservation scheme (n) for excess interaction momentum…  

The following is a brief overview of the algorithm’s derivation based on the ideas that 
led to Superstring Theory (ST) via duality and Regge theory. Starting with the beta and 
gamma function identity that expresses s and t channel duality, we establish the reflection 
formula [4] that stands at the heart of the mass-line generating algorithm. 

[a(s), a(t)]  (a(s)) (a(t)) / (a(s)  a(t))                              [3] 

Considering only the s-channel resonances and shifting the Feynman diagrams, reflection 
formula [4] follows from equation [3] on the substitution of 1  a(s) for–a(t) where 
the (a(s) a(t)) becomes unity (since (n + 1)  n! and 0!  unity) and the numerator 
becomes (a(s)) (1 a(s)). On substituting ð for –a(s) in the Regge trajectory we 
get [4] leading to [5] at the heart of the mass-line generating algorithm. This general 
manipulation implies that each ð makes a contribution to the centre-of-mass energy in 
a scattering event by adding to the potential energy. Recall that ð = `ð ln (`ð) with `ð the 
inverse Planck time, or initial dilation rate, see the thermal surge in Figure 2. 

( ð) (1 ð)  = o/sin (o) ð                                              [4] 

                    R(ð)  =  (Z/M*) sin (M*) ð                                             [5] 

To get equation [5] from equation [4] we substitute M* for o and invert to zero the 
infinities. Thus, (M*) defines the natural size of a spin-charge symmetry and ultimately 
a fundamental particle. However, the natural sizes are far too small to plot and require a 
magnification Z of ~1016 to ~1031 for proper graphics display at 72 dpi. The monotonic 
counter ð fixes the number of pixels (iterations) in a plot. It might range from a thousand 
to ten million depending on the purpose – for general purpose plotting use ~103 to ~107 
pixels. The magnification and the number of pixels act together – such that doubling the 
magnification means halving the number of pixels for the same size plot on screen and 
vice-versa. The calculational precision (at least 23 significant digits) is crucial to getting 
the spin-charge graphics presented here, and it demands special programming – rounding 



must be replaced by truncation. To plot polar R(ð) convert to rectangular coordinates as 
in [6] and [7] using the same state of the monotonic counter. Each ð (pixel) is both one 
displacement-in-time (dit) and a spatial location. Accordingly, the character eth (ð) also 
stands for energy-time host since direct action is an alternate approach to understanding 
how the mass-line spectrum emerges. Recall k ħ /744 is the integer to eV/c2 conversion 
factor that incorporates Planck action and makes possible a resolution of the hierarchy 
problem. The precise natural numbered mass values of the fundamental particles emerge 
without fine-tuning to give a natural harmonic-comb spectral structure without pathology. 

X  =  R(ð) cos (ð)                                                   [6] 

Y  =  R(ð) sin (ð)                                                   [7] 

Equations [5] and [6] and [7] constitute the heart of the algorithm in keeping with the 
above, especially the floating point precision – despite the fact that M is a positive 
integer! Using a custom interface is necessary to do real work. For example, a reverse 
plotting procedure that counts backwards, false colours at defined break points in the 
monotonic counter ð representing cosmological time, an input to change the precision 
of * (curvature) and a legend for the ð count and magnification Z used for a particular 
plot, the plot’s name, etc. The algorithm is the heart of a mass-line scanning program for 
the next generation of particle research tools and bump-hunters, which offers a precision 
of 1 eV/c2 to beyond the Planck mass without physical limitation at very low cost. 

Conclusion 

SCI-space and its highly complex structure reveal the discrete nature of time and space 
in a novel quantum pseudokinematic context. That the mass hierarchy problem resolves in 
the discrete nature of time is an immense simplicity. Nevertheless, the many interesting 
asides, merely glimpsed for want of time and space, point to a deep geometric intricacy 
that in a practicable sense merges the viable ideas from ST and LQG that can extend the 
limited SM – albeit in a potentially controversial way. That cosmological time drives 
quantum pseudokinematics via the Omnific-code and its elegant-auticity appears to be 
the overpass that unites the three great bridges of quantum mechanics, general relativity 
and thermodynamics. Describing how this works requires knowing how time as creator 
encodes * (curvature) as information. The algorithm provides the reverse process. General 
action follows the curvature mediated information dynamics, which finetune all phenomena 
in keeping with exquisitely tiny shifts in the local energy density of SCI-space. 

This essay has offered several steps towards explaining the nature of time via indisputable 
graphical evidence for its discreteness. Obviously, the one concept in nature that fits the 
rôle of the time dependent curvature information interface is physical Pi, as explained 
above. Its universality explains why electrons here and electrons there are identical 
regardless of their physical context or their spacetime displacement. The nature of time 
as revealed here is necessarily discrete since the universe operates as a dynamic stored 
program machine driven by monotonic clocking.  

The nature of time, as revealed here, is not only discrete, but also responsible for the 
cosmogenesis of the universe as it emerges from the timeless fractal state. The nature 
of time leads directly to the generation of the fundamental particles – explaining their 
precise mass values and properties with just one simple scaling parameter… 
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